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1 INTRODUCTION NYSERDA has commissioned an extensive study of the effects of substantial wind generation on the performance, reliability, and economics of operation of the New York State Bulk Power System. This forward-looking study is to both qualitatively and quantitatively assess a range of potential technical and economic impacts of a prospective wind generation development scenario over the planning years 2006 through 2013.



1.1



Purpose of document



Wind generation technology is expected to continue its evolution up to and through the defined study period. The current fleet of wind turbines used in large U.S. wind plants represents what is really the initial generation of commercial offerings. Experience is already accumulating as to the shortcomings of these turbines, and most wind turbine vendors are well underway with product changes and plans to address these defined needs. With the study period designated to commence more than two years beyond the date of completion for this assessment, there is a high probability that the prospective wind plants to be considered in the study will have characteristics that will enhance overall integration with the bulk electric system. So as not to skew the qualitative and quantitative assessments to be performed in this study by the NYSERDA contractor to either the benefit or detriment of wind generation, this document has been prepared by the NYSERDA Special Purpose Contractor (SPC) to define the characteristics and assumptions regarding wind generation technology to be used in the various technical assessments. It is to be used as a reference for developing the models and characterizations for the wind plants in the various calculations and simulations that comprise the overall assessment.



1.2



Scope



Wind turbine and wind plant characteristics as viewed from the bulk transmission network are important for this study. Details of the aerodynamic and mechanical aspects of individual turbine operation are important only to the extent that they influence the electrical behavior of the turbine or plant. This document defines baseline wind turbine and wind plant technologies that will form the basis for wind generation facilities added to the NYSBPS in the early years of the study period. By the latter stages of the study period, significant evolution in wind turbine and wind plant technology and design is presumed to occur, such that wind generation facilities added in the later years of the study will exhibit characteristics that improve prospects for satisfactory integration with the bulk power system.



1.3



Rationale for definition of baseline technologies



Most developments in wind turbine technology over the past decade have been focused on reducing the levelized cost of energy. A relatively few of these myriad changes and
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enhancements have been for the specific purpose of improving interconnection or integration with the bulk electric power system. Similarly, the objectives for and constraints on wind plant designs have been relatively simple, due in substantial part to fairly simple requirements for performance of the wind plant at the point of interconnection to the bulk power system. Now that wind generation has become major presence in many areas of the U.S., there are moves underway to address through requirements and interconnection standards some of the existing and emerging technical issues, such as the recent industry focus on wind turbine low-voltage ride-through capability. This movement will increase in intensity as wind becomes a larger fraction of the generation portfolio, pushing turbine vendors and wind plant developers to evolve their products in ways that will enhance the interoperability with the grid. The definition of baseline wind turbine and wind plant technologies for the beginning of the study period is a way to reflect the likely outcome of changes already underway in the industry. As wind penetration grows further, the challenges related to interconnection and integrations will likely increase, which will further motivate vendors and developers to evolve and enhance their products. For this reason, the document also lays out a vision of what wind turbine and wind plant technology is likely to become by the end of the study period.
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2 BACKGROUND- EXISTING WIND TURBINE TECHNOLOGY Models for conventional power system elements such as generators and their various control systems, switched and static compensation devices, load, and transmission network elements are well understood by power system analysts. Wind plants, however, pose several new challenges. The fundamental nature of a commercial bulk wind plant, with large numbers of relatively small turbines interconnected by a substantial medium-voltage network, requires equivalencing and simplification without loss of important detail. For some phenomena, the wind plant can be treated as a single entity – transmission power flow is an example, where definition of real and reactive power injection at the point of interconnection with the transmission system at an instant in time provides adequate representation. In dynamic studies, it would be desirable to treat the wind plant as a single large plant, but such treatment may not represent the full range of dynamic behavior or be appropriate for all types of system disturbances. Because each individual wind turbine is a relatively sophisticated machine, determining the dynamic behavior of the aggregate plant model can be difficult. The technology employed in commercial wind turbines deviates from the much better understood conventional generation equipment. Induction machines, rather than synchronous generators, are used in nearly all U.S. commercial wind turbines. Further, some of the turbine designs employ sophisticated power electronic controllers that alter the fundamental behavior of the induction machines in both steady state and dynamic operation. The characteristics of other wind turbine elements and wind plants that may have an influence on the design, operation, or security of the bulk power system, such as the rotational inertias and torsional constants of the mechanical systems or the variation of real and reactive power output as functions of time, are unknown to power system analysts. For analytical studies of large power systems, the time frames of interest range from tens of milliseconds to steady state. Device and component models, therefore, must accurately reflect behavior over the entire bandwidth, and properly account for any phenomena outside of the simulation bandwidth that may have an “aliasing” effect on the time frame of interest. Because the purpose of the models is to facilitate investigation of electrical power system issues, certain details of the mechanical system or energy conversion process may not be represented if they have no impact on electrical performance. In conventional models for large power plants, for example, details of the mechanical system, e.g. combustion process, steam cycle control, governor, etc., are included only to the extent that they influence the electrical behavior of the plant during the time frames of interest in a particular study.



2.1



Current commercial wind turbine designs



Almost all of the wind turbines deployed in large wind generation facilities in the U.S. over the past decade can be generally described by one of the following configurations:
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•



Stall-regulated (fixed-pitch) blades connected to a hub, which is coupled via a gearbox to a conventional squirrel-cage induction generator. The generator is directly connected to the line, and may have automatically switched shunt capacitors for reactive power compensation and possibly a soft-start mechanism which is bypassed after the machine has been energized. The speed range of the turbine is fixed by the torque vs. speed characteristics of the induction generator.



•



A wound rotor induction generator with a mechanism for controlling the magnitude of the rotor current through adjustable external rotor circuit resistors, and pitch regulation of the turbine blades to assist in controlling speed. The speed range of the turbine is widened because of the external resistors.



•



A wound rotor induction generator where the rotor circuit is coupled to the line terminals through a four-quadrant power converter. The converter provides for vector (magnitude and phase angle) control of the rotor circuit current, even under dynamic conditions, and substantially widens the operating speed range of the turbine. Turbine speed is primarily controlled by actively adjusting the pitch of the turbine blades.



While not represented in the present fleet of commercial turbines for application in the United States, the variable-speed wind turbine with a full-rated power converter between the electrical generator and the grid deserves mention here. The first utilityscale variable-speed turbine in the U.S. employed this topology, and many see this configuration reemerging for future large wind turbines. The power converter provides substantial decoupling of the electrical generator dynamics from the grid, such that the portion of the converter connected directly to the electrical system defines most of the characteristics and behavior important for power system studies.



2.2



Overview of operation



A generalized wind turbine model is shown in Figure 1, and illustrates the major subsystems and control hierarchy that may influence the behavior of a single wind turbine in the time horizon of interest for large power system studies. A wind turbine converts kinetic energy in a moving air stream to electric energy. Mechanical torque created by aerodynamic lift from the turbine blades is applied to a rotating shaft. An electrical generator on the same rotating shaft produces an opposing electromagnetic torque. In steady operation, the magnitude of the mechanical torque is equal to that of the electromagnetic torque, so the rotational speed remains constant, real power (the product of rotational speed and torque) is delivered to the grid. Since the wind speed is not constant, a variety of control mechanisms are employed to manage the conversion process and protect the mechanical and electrical equipment from conditions that would result in failure or destruction.
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Figure 1: Generalized wind turbine model with control elements and hierarchy.



2.2.1 Mechanical Systems and Control Mechanically, the turbine must be protected from rotational speeds above some value that could lead to catastrophic failure. Mechanical brakes are provided for stopping the turbine in emergency conditions, but are not used in normal operations. Controlling the power (and hence, torque) extracted from the moving air stream is the primary means for protecting the turbine from over-speed under all but emergency shutdown conditions. In fairly steady conditions, the power extracted from the air stream by the turbine blades can be characterized by Equation 1:



P=



1 ⋅ ρ ⋅ π ⋅ R 2 ⋅υ 3 ⋅ C p 2



Equation 1



where ρ = air density (nominally 1.22 kg/m3) R = radius of area swept by the turbine blades υ = speed of moving air stream Cp = “coefficient of performance” for the composite airfoil (rotating blades)



Cp itself is not a constant for a given airfoil, but rather is dependent on a parameter λ, called the tip-speed ratio, which is the ratio of the speed of the tip of the blade to the speed of the moving air stream.
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Since wind speed and air density cannot be controlled, and the radius of the blades is fixed, the performance coefficient is the only means for torque control. In some wind turbines, blades are designed so that Cp falls dramatically at high wind speeds. This method of aerodynamic torque control is known as stall regulation, and is limited to preventing turbine over-speed during extreme gust conditions and limiting maximum shaft power to around the rating value in winds at or above the rated value. Large wind turbines employ a more sophisticated method of aerodynamic torque regulation that has benefits in addition to preventing mechanical over-speed. The performance coefficient can also be changed by adjusting the “angle of attack” of the blades, as is done on some modern propeller-driven aircraft. Figure 2 shows Cp as a function of λ for a modern wind turbine. Blade pitch adjustment allows the energy capture to be optimized over a wide range of wind speeds (even if the rotational speed of the shaft is relatively constant), while still providing for over-speed protection through large adjustments in pitch angle.
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Figure 2: Coefficient of performance (Cp) for a modern wind turbine blade assembly as a function of tip-speed ratio (λ) and blade pitch (β, in degrees).



The pitch of the turbine blades is controlled by an actuator in the hub that rotates each blade about a longitudinal axis. The inertia of the blade about this axis and the forces
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opposing such a rotation of the blades are not negligible. Pitching of the blades, therefore, does not happen instantaneously, with the dynamics governed by the longitudinal inertia of the blades, forces acting on the blade (which can be wind speed and pitch dependent), and the torque capability of the pitch actuator mechanism. The characteristic shown in Figure 2 is a “quasi-static” depiction of the blade performance, in that is does not account for turbulence effects, blade vibration with respect to the average speed of rotation, or other asymmetries such as tower shadowing. It does, however, provide a much simpler means of incorporating the otherwise very complex details of the aerodynamic conversion process into models for electrical-side studies of the turbine. The overall conversion of wind energy to electric power is normally described by a turbine “power curve”, which shows turbine electrical output as a function of steady wind speed (Figure 3). Such a representation is accurate only for steady-state operation, since the inherent dynamics of the mechanical and electrical systems along with all possible control functionality is neglected. 2.0
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Figure 3: Power curve for a variable-speed, pitch-controlled wind turbine. Note “flatness” of output for wind speeds at or above rated value.



Rotational speeds of large wind turbines are limited by maximum tip-speed ratios, and so for megawatt-class turbines with long blades are relatively low, in the 15 to 30 rpm range. With conventional electrical generators, a gearbox is necessary to match the generator speed to the blade speed. The resulting mechanical system, then, has low-
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speed and high-speed sections, with a gearbox in between, as shown in Figure 4 (top). An even simpler representation is shown at the bottom of Figure 4, where the gearbox inertia is added to the inertia of the generator, and all components are referred to the high-speed shaft by the square of the gear ratio. For megawatt-scale turbines, the mechanical inertia is relatively large, with typical inertia constants (H) of 3.0 seconds or larger (the inertia constant for the generator only will typically be about 0.5 s). The mechanical inertia is an important factor in the dynamic behavior of the turbine, because the large inertia implies relatively slow changes in mechanical speed for both normal variations in wind speed and disturbances on the grid. In addition, the various control systems in the turbine may utilize turbine speed as an input or disturbance signal, so that large inertia will then govern the response time. With a two-mass mechanical model, there will be one oscillatory mode. With relatively flexible drive shafts in large wind turbines, the natural frequency of this primary mode of oscillation will be in the range of 1 to 2 Hz. 2.2.2 Electrical Systems and Control Induction machines are the energy conversion devices of choice in commercial wind turbine design. In addition to their robustness and reliability, they provide a “softer” coupling between the grid and the mechanical system of the turbine. Wind turbine manufacturers have also moved beyond the basic induction generator systems with technologies for improving control and overall efficiencies. These technologies have a definite impact on the electrical and dynamic performance of wind turbines, even to the extent of masking or overriding the dynamic characteristics that would normally be associated with rotating machinery. The four major types of generator technologies used in today’s commercial wind turbines are discussed in the following sections. .
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K = torsional constant of low-speed shaft (Nm/rad) K = torsional constant of high-speed shaft (Nm/rad) 1:N
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Figure 4: Simplified model of wind turbine mechanical system. Two mass model with gearbox (top) and model with equivalent gearbox inertia and reference of all components to high-speed shaft (bottom).



2.2.2.1



Direct-Connected Induction Generators



Wind turbines with squirrel-cage induction generators connected directly to the line are the simplest electrically. While for purposes of aerodynamic efficiency they operate at nearly constant speed, the slight variation of speed with torque (and power) can significantly reduce mechanical torque transients associated with gusts of wind and grid-side disturbances. The speed range of the turbine is dictated by the torque vs. speed characteristic of the induction generator (Figure 5). For large generators in today’s commercial turbines, slip at rated torque is less than 1%, which results in very little speed variation over the
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operating range of the turbine. For a given wind speed, the operating speed of the turbine under steady conditions is a nearly linear function of torque, as illustrated by the torque vs. speed characteristic of Figure 5. For sudden changes in wind speed, the mechanical inertia of the drive train will limit the rate of change in electrical output. Because the induction generator derives its magnetic excitation from the grid, the response of the turbine during a grid disturbance will be influenced by the extent to which the excitation is disrupted
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Figure 5: Torque vs. Speed characteristic for an induction machine used in a commercial wind turbine.



2.2.2.2



Wound-Rotor Induction Generator with Scalar Control of Rotor Current



In a squirrel-cage induction generator, the rotor “circuits” are fictitious and not accessible external to the machine, and the induced currents responsible for torque generation are strictly a function of the slip speed. The turbine shown in Figure 6 utilizes a wound-rotor induction machine, where the each of the three discrete rotor winding assemblies is accessible via slip rings on the machine shaft. This provides for modification of the rotor circuit quantities and manipulation of the rotor currents, and therefore the electromagnetic torque production. The Vestas turbines for domestic application (e.g. V47 and V80) utilize a patented system for controlling the magnitude of the rotor currents in the induction generator over the operating speed range of the turbine. The system (Vestas Rotor Current Controller, or VRCC) consists of an external resistor network and a power electronics module that modulates the voltage across the
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resistors to maintain a commanded rotor current magnitude. The operation of the VRCC is quite fast, such that it is capable of holding the turbine output power constant for even gusting winds above rated wind speed, and significantly influences the dynamic response of the turbine to disturbances on the grid. to Grid Gearbox



Wound-Rotor Induction Generator



Rotor Current Controller



External Resistor Bank Rotor Current Computation



Figure 6: Configuration of a Vestas turbine for domestic application. Diagram illustrates major control blocks and Vestas Rotor Current Controller (VRCC).



The 750 kW and 1.5 MW turbines (and the 3.6 MW prototype for offshore applications) from GE Wind Energy Systems employ an even more sophisticated rotor current control scheme with a wound-rotor induction generator (Figure 7). Here, the rotor circuits are supplied by a four-quadrant power converter (capable of real and reactive power flow in either direction) that exerts near-instantaneous control (e.g. magnitude and phase) over the rotor circuit currents. This “vector” control of the rotor currents provides for fast dynamic adjustment of electromagnetic torque in the machine. In addition, the reactive power at the stator terminals of the machine can also be controlled via the power converter. Field-oriented or vector control of induction machines is a well-known technique used in high-performance industrial drive systems, and its application to wind turbines brings similar advantages. In an earlier version of this turbine, the torque command (and therefore the magnitude of the rotor current component responsible for torque production) was linked to the speed of the machine via a “look-up” table. The fieldorientation algorithm effectively creates an algebraic relationship between rotor current and torque, and removes the dynamics normally associated with an induction machine. The response of the power converter and control is fast enough to maintain proper alignment of the torque-producing component of the rotor current with the rotor flux so
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that the machine remains under relative control even during significant grid disturbances.
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Figure 7: Configuration of GE with four-quadrant power converter supplying rotor circuit of a wound-rotor induction generator. Control blocks for torque control also shown.



2.2.2.3



Static Interface



The Kenetech 33 MVS, introduced commercially in the early 1990’s, was the first utilityscale (i.e. large) variable-speed wind turbine in the U.S. The turbine employed a squirrel-cage induction generator with the stator winding supplied by a four-quadrant power converter (Figure 8). Because all of the power from the turbine is processed by the static power converter, the dynamics of the induction generator are effectively isolated from the power grid. A modern static power converter utilizes power semiconductor devices (i.e. switches) that are capable of both controlled turn-on as well as turn-off. Further, the device characteristics enable switch transitions to occur very rapidly relative to a single cycle of 60 Hz voltage – nominal switching frequencies of a couple to several kHz are typical. This rapid switching speed, in combination with very powerful and inexpensive digital control, provides several advantages for distributed generation interface applications:
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•



Low waveform distortion with little passive filtering



•



High-performance regulating capability



•



High conversion efficiency



•



Fast response to abnormal conditions, including disturbances, such as short-circuits on the power system



•



Capability for reactive power control



ac



dc ac



dc



to Grid



Figure 8: Variable-speed wind turbine with static power converter grid interface.



Because the effective switching speed of the power semiconductor switches is quite fast relative to the 60 Hz power system frequency, it is possible to synthesize voltage and current waveforms with very little lower-order harmonic distortion. Most modern converters easily meet limits on these harmonics found in the IEEE 519 standard. Figure 9 depicts a simplified control schematic for a static power converter in gridparallel operation. Since wind turbine is likely small relative to the short-circuit capability of the supply system, the voltage magnitude at the interconnect point is cannot be influenced to a great degree by the turbine. The control scheme, therefore, is designed to directly regulate the currents to be injected into this “stiff” voltage source. The ac line voltages, dc link voltage, and two of the three ac line currents – for a threewire connection - are measured and provided to the main controller. The ac voltage and line currents are measured at a high resolution relative to 60 Hz, so that the controller is working with instantaneous values. By comparing the measured dc voltage to the desired value, the controller determines if the real power delivered to the ac system should be increased, decreased, or held at the present value. Such a simple regulation scheme works because there is no electric energy storage in the converter (except for that in the dc filter capacitor), so the energy flowing into the dc side of the converter must be
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matched at all times to that injected into the ac line. If these quantities do not match, the dc link voltage will either rise or fall, depending on the algebraic sign of the mismatch. Line Voltage dc Voltage Desired dc Voltage



Compute Desired Currents



Compute Switch States



S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6



Measured Line Currents



Figure 9: Simple output current control stage for a static power converter in a grid-tied DG application.



The error in the dc voltage is fed into a PI (proportional-integral) regulator to generate a value representing the desired rms magnitude of the ac line currents. Another section of the control is processing the instantaneous value of the ac line voltage to serve as a reference or “template” for the currents to be produced by the converter. The desired instantaneous value of the line current is computed by multiply the desired rms current magnitude by the present value from the template waveform. In the next stage of the control, often times called the “modulator” section, the desired instantaneous value of line current is compared to the measure value (in each phase). The modulator then determines the desired state of the six switches in the matrix based on the instantaneous current error in each phase of the line currents. The states are transmitted to the IGBT gate drivers, which then implement the state of each IGBT in the matrix as commanded by the controller. The process is then repeated at the next digital sampling interval of the overall control. The process is repeated thousands of times per single cycle of 60 Hz voltage. By using the line voltage as a template for the shape of the currents to be synthesized, synchronism is assured. Additionally, if there is no intentional phase shift introduced in the control calculations, the currents will be almost precisely – save for small delays introduced by the control itself - in phase with the line voltages, for unity power factor operation. Figure 10 depicts the output of a current-regulation scheme that might be employed in a grid interface converter in a wind turbine. Here, the modulator will only change the state of the switches if the absolute value of the difference between the desired and actual line currents exceeds a certain value. The small errors that are continually corrected by the action of the converter control are clearly visible. Because of the high switching speed, however, the distortion of the current waveform is very low, well within IEEE 519 limits.
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Figure 10: Static power converter output current showing reference (desired) current and actual current.



By modifying the control scheme just described to incorporate a commanded “shift” in the reference or template waveforms, reactive power flow to or from the line may also be controlled. Since the net energy flow from the reactive currents is zero (apart from very small conductive and switching losses), the dc voltage will be unaffected. Reactive power may be adjusted independently of real power flow up to the thermal limits of the switches and passive components in the converter. Reactive power generation with zero real power is also possible. The significance of the previous discussion from the modeling perspective is that, unlike rotating machinery whose behavior is bound by fairly well-know physical principles, the response of the wind turbine static power converter equipment to events on the power system is almost entirely dictated by the embedded control algorithms. How a static power converter contributes to short-circuits, for example, cannot be deduced from the topology or values of passive elements such as tie inductors or dc link capacitors.



2.3



Grid Interface



Current commercial wind turbines use low-voltage generators ( 110% for more than 1 s v > 113% for more than 300 ms, or v > 120% for more than 100 ms



Turbines meet operating voltage criteria for conventional generators; trip thresholds are programmable within reasonable limits



Frequency window



Turbine will trip if: f > 61 Hz for more than 1 s f < 59 Hz for more than 1 s



Turbine does not trip for frequency excursions which do not lead to load shedding or separation from grid; programmable



Turbine speed/EM torque coupling



Generator torque control uses turbine speed as an input, and therefore will respond to changes or oscillations in generator speed, i.e. mechanical dynamics of turbine couple



Turbine mechanical system is decoupled from grid by power converter. Dynamic response can be programmed to provide system damping or act as part of a remedial action scheme (RAS)



Dynamic Characteristics
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Attribute/Characteristic



Baseline (CY2006)



Horizon (CY2013)



through to electrical side



or special protective system (SPS)



Inertia constant, H



3 to 5 seconds



3 to 5 seconds of actual inertia in mechanical system; apparent inertia as seen from grid side is programmable



Short-Circuit Behavior



Fault contribution is limited by power converter for remote faults; for terminal voltages below 0.5 per unit, turbine will contribute to fault as an induction machine



Fault current contribution is limited to maximum short-time current rating of line-side power converter. Advanced techniques for detecting and responding to grid faults are employed



Synthetic Governor Behavior (delete synthetic)



None; frequency excursion is reflected as a change in induction generator slip, with corresponding control response



Turbine is able to respond to frequency deviations with a synthesized “droop” control if AGC operation is enabled.



Dynamic damping (grid-side)



N/A



Turbine can be programmed to provide active damping, within ratings, for grid frequency excursions



Real Power Output



Real power generation follows fluctuations in wind speed for light to moderate winds, modified by turbine inertia and control strategy. At or above rated wind speed, turbine output is held to nominal



Real power output can be throttled to allow “up” room for AGC participation. In light or moderate winds, power is smoothed by mechanical inertia and control strategy designed to take advantage of increased operating speed range and kinetic energy storage



Reactive Power Control



Basic mode is for constant power factor operation, possibly modified by plant SCADA



Dynamically controllable



Zero power (idling) operation



Turbine can provide reactive power support only when generating.



Turbine can provided rated reactive power support at any time while online



Steady-State Behavior (Normal Operation)



Wind Plant Characteristics Plant Size (for NY state scenarios)



50 - 200 MW Tughill and offshore plants may be 200+ MW



50 -200 MW offshore plants may be 200+ MW



Reactive power/voltage control



Power factor control; dynamic voltage control with auxiliary equipment (e.g. SVC), available under zero production conditions



Dynamic voltage control available at all times



Blackstart capability



Not available



Possible with limitations according to wind resource availability



Islanded operation



Not desirable or possible. Plant is transferred tripped at interconnect substation to prevent islanded operation with system load



Limited operation with small island is possible with proper consideration of wind resource availability and plant power and regulation set points.



Interconnect Bus Bar Characteristics
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Attribute/Characteristic



Baseline (CY2006)



Horizon (CY2013)



Production Management Forced full or partial curtailment



Plant power reduction can be affected via inter-control center communications



Can participate in AGC



Maximum power smoothing



Control of short-term fluctuations in generation is a function of individual turbines only



Plant level controls have capability to minimize short-term power fluctuations by activating certain capabilities of individual turbines



AGC participation



N/A



Possible



Ramp rate control



Power changes can be limited only during plant startup.



Plant ramp rate is programmable for startup and normal operating conditions. Down ramps can be modified to a limited degree



Production Forecasting, Scheduling



6.2



Next-hour forecasting



TBD



TBD



Next-day forecasting



TBD



TBD



Longer-term forecasting (week)



TBD



TBD



Models for Computer Calculation and Simulation



The scope of work for the NYSERDA study requires an extensive amount of computer modeling and simulation. GE Power Systems Energy Consulting has developed a dynamic model of the GE Wind Energy Systems 1.5/3.6 MW wind turbine for the PSLF package. A similar model is also available from PTI for PSS/E. The SPC recommends that either of these models be used to represent the baseline turbine in the study. There is no specific model for the turbine characteristics of the horizon year. The SPC believes that a reasonable representation of this turbine could be created by modifying the appropriate parameters of the existing dynamic model for the GE turbine. Note that the technology changes forecast by the SPC improve the characteristics of the turbine as viewed from the grid. Proposed modifications to the existing model to represent the horizon year turbine should be discussed with and reviewed by the SPC.



6.3



Models for System Operations Studies



The SPC recommends that the measurement database compiled by NREL be used as the basis for developing empirical models of the proposed wind plants for assessing the impact on NYISO control area operations.
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6.4



Capacity Contributions



Historical wind resource characteristics compiled by the SPC in the Wind Resource Assessment precursor to the project are the primary data source for evaluating wind plant capacity value.
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